Barney Beins has, over the years, been an invaluable resource to both STP and APA. It would be easier to create a list of STP activities that Barney Beins has not been involved with than to list his many, many contributions, but here are a few. He served as Secretary and later President of STP. For two years he was Director of Precollege and Undergraduate Education at APA. He founded the Northeastern Conference for Teachers of Psychology.

Barney served as inaugural editor for the "Computers in Psychology" section of Teaching of Psychology and served as the E-book editor for STP. He has chaired or served on numerous task forces including the Task Force on Recommendations for Archival Material, the Task Force on E-Publishing and the Task Force on Certification of Psychology. He chaired the G. Stanley Hall Lecture Series, served as the Regional Teaching Conference Coordinator, and Associate Editor of TOP.

He has participated in several of APA’s national meetings devoted to undergraduate education including the St. Mary’s Conference, the Psychology Partnership Project and the National Conference of Undergraduate Education of Psychology. More recently he co-chaired the Psychology as Science working group at the APA Summit on High School Psychology Education.

A pundit once said, we are what we read. Barney has a group called BOB, which stands for Barney’s Obscure Books. The group have read books on the cholera epidemic in London and The Curious Lives of Human Cadavers, you know, upbeat stuff. Well, the pundit was wrong because Barney is one of the most positive people that I know and it is my pleasure to be able to recognize his many, many contributions to STP with this Presidential Citation.

Presented by President Rick Miller at the STP at APA Social Hour, August 8, 2019, Denver, CO.